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Explosion risk analysis (ERA) is widely used to derive the dimensioning of accidental loads for design purposes. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations contribute a key part of an ERA and predict possible blast consequences in a hazardous area.
Explosion pressures can vary based on the model geometry, the explosion intensity, and explosion scenarios. Dynamic responses
of structures under these explosion loads are dependent on a blast wave profile with respect to the magnitude of pressure, duration,
and impulse in both positive and negative phases. Understanding the relationship between explosion load profiles and dynamic
responses of the target area is important tomitigate the risk of explosion and perform structural design optimization. In the present
study, the results of more than 3,000 CFD simulations were considered, and 1.6 million output files were analyzed using a visual
basic for applications (VBA) tool developed to characterize representative loading shapes. Dynamic response of a structure was
investigated in both time and frequency domains using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. In addition, the effects of the
residual wave and loading velocity were studied in this paper.

1. Introduction

An explosion is an extremely rapid release of energy, accom-
panied by high temperatures and an increased number of
moles in the combustion products.The process initiates a fast
volume expansion which in most cases results in pressure
rise and high flow speeds. Objects in the vicinity of the
ignition point are likely exposed to substantial pressure forces
depending on their characteristics. As the process proceeds,
pressure will propagate into the surroundings as blast wave,
which is a layer of compressed air, propagating away from the
original ignition point [1]. This blast wave is the main reason
for structural damage in explosion accidents [2–4]. Thus, it
is very important to predict the load profile by blast wave in
order to prevent the explosion damage. However, a correct
prediction for blast wave profiles is very difficult, and it is
impossible to obtain an accurate pressure data set directly
from explosion accidents. Explosion pressures from real acci-
dents are not available because data measurement during
the accident is not possible at all. The most practical way

to evaluate the explosion pressure is numerical calculation
using methods such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
analysis. Generally, blast wave profiles by CFD analysis are
utilized for structural analysis and applied as a loading
condition in a computational analysis such as finite element
method. The shape of a blast wave profile depends on the
characteristics of the structural model in the simulation of an
explosion.Thus, themodeling technique for a target structure
is very important in order to obtain accurate data [5]. These
data can be used for investigation of the dynamic response
of structures to blast loading. In structural analysis, single
degree of freedommodels (SDOF) can be used formany types
of structures such as walls, slabs, tubes, and columns [6–8].
Thesemodels are evaluated using only one degree of freedom,
so they can be inaccurate in terms of quantitative analysis
of complex structural response. However, this may be useful
tool in qualitative analysis that considers different blast load
profiles. Hence, many researchers have carried out the blast
analysis using the SDOF model for description of character-
istics for structural response subjected to blast load profiles
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Table 1: The scenarios for vapour cloud explosion.

Module positions Grid Ignition positions
at elevation view

Cloud position
within a module Cloud size Ignition position

(1) A (1) 0.5m (1) Bottom (1) Center (1) 199m3 (1) Center
(2) B (2) 1.0m (2) Top (2) Left (2) 465m3 (2) Same as cloud position
(3) C (3) Right (3) 899m3 (3) Left
(4) D (4) Bottom (4) 1556m3 (4) Right
(5) E (5) Top (5) 2479m3 (5) Bottom
(6) F (6) 3727m3 (6) Top

[9–11]. Although there is a large amount of literature available
on the characteristics of structural response to dynamic loads,
the effect of a blast load profile on the response characteristics
of an SDOFmodel has not been extensively studied. In terms
of blast wave profiles, it can occur variously according to
the magnitude of pressure, loading duration, loading rate
at each domain, and so on. To reflect the diversity of blast
load profiles, simplified linear load models are used. It is a
triangular shape which is defined by the maximum pressure
in each pressure phase and impulse of each phase.The explo-
sion waves were generated by the simulation method using
the FLACS, a flame acceleration simulator, and consideration
with counting possible cases for each of the factors related to
explosion response. In addition, monitoring tool was devel-
oped using VBA code in order to analyze the characteristics
for explosion load history. The explosion load profiles were
divided into two categories and positive pressure phase,
negative pressure phase, respectively.The structural response
analysis was performed with respect to both time and fre-
quency domains reflecting the variation of load profiles.

2. Gas Explosion Analysis

2.1. Blast Overpressure. When a large scale explosion occurs,
blast overpressure is a major hazard in offshore plants as well
as other structures associated with combustible gas and flam-
mable materials. Thus, it is essential design process to with-
stand the blast overpressure in a FPSO topside module. This
pressure profile over time of gas explosion can be determined
by the motion of blast wave, and it is divided into the
phase of expansion and suction [12]. In expansion phase, the
atmospheric pressure increases dramatically to a peak value,
but it does not always increase linearly; it is often fluctuated.
However, this effect may be ignored because fluctuation is
dissipated quickly, so only the initial expansion or suction is
important [13]. In this study, a range of explosion simulation
was carried out in order to investigate for characteristics
about blast overpressure at each condition.

2.2. Simulation for Explosion of Vapour Cloud. Dispersion
and ventilation analyses are very important to control the risk
of gas explosions in offshore installations. First, in case of ven-
tilation, wind speed was estimated based on a linear correla-
tion assumption between external wind speed and internal
flow. By using the results of ventilation analysis, dispersion
analysis was carried out in order to determine the spread of

released gas under various conditions based on a defined
number of wind directions, speeds, ventilation, observations
about equipment, and the geometry in the areas.The leak rep-
resentation was also based on a preventative range of possible
combinations of leak parameters and includes variations in
directions relative to the wind directions, leaks impinging on
objects, free field jets, and diffusive leaks. The leak locations
were chosen to be close to specific equipment or in an area
with several leak sources. Eight different leak rates such as
0.75 kg/s, 1.5 kg/s, 3.0 kg/s, 6 kg/s, 12 kg/s, 24 kg/s, 48 kg/s,
and 96 kg/s are simulated for each leak location. Six release
directions such as +/− X, +/− Y, and +/− Z and diffusive
release condition are considered for specific leak locations.
The vapour cloud explosion simulations were carried out
considering the results from the ventilation and dispersion
analysis. The purpose of the explosion analysis is to identify
potential explosion loads in the areas of concern. A number
of explosion simulations were carried by the FLACS soft-
ware, which is one of the best validated tools for modeling
flammable and toxic releases in the technical safety context
in the oil and gas field [14, 15]. These simulations were con-
sidered to various gas cloud sizes, gas cloud locations, and
ignition locations described in Table 1. The gas clouds were
of homogeneous stoichiometric concentration, and two dif-
ferent types ofmonitorswere used to record blast load profiles
as shown in Figure 1. 1000-point monitors were uniformly
distributed over the entire process area at a space of 3 meters,
while 3 × 3 (m2), local panel monitors were distributed on
blast walls and decks.

2.3. FLACS Model: FPSO Topside Platform. A series of CFD
analysiswas performedusing a full-scale FPSO topsidemodel
including detailed parts of pipes and equipments, and the
time history data of the blast loads at monitor points and
panels were obtained by the analyses. In CFD analyses, all fire
and blast walls were assumed to be rigid and unfailing during
the explosions; namely, the walls did not deform under the
design explosion loads.Theblast pressuremight be somewhat
overestimated because the blast wave could travel over the
deformed structures with angle. Plated decks are assumed
to be solid and unyielding, while grated decks are assumed
to be 50% open and remain in place during the explosion.
Figure 1 shows the geometrical floating production, storage,
and offloading (FPSO) model used in this study for vapour
cloud explosion simulation. The FPSO can be divided into
twomain areas under the influence of explosion. One is turret
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Turret area

Topside area

Figure 1: Separation of module and monitoring position.

area and the other is topside area.The turret is moored to the
seabed with chains, wires, and anchors. In addition, it allows
the FPSO to adopt the direction of the least resistance against
wave, wind, and currents [16]. The topside area consists of a
process system and a utility system. The process system has
a variety of combustible substance and flammable materials
so that the probability of explosion is much higher than
utility system [17]. These main characteristics of FPSO were
reflected in this model. Since the modeling details are the
most critical factor affecting the overpressure response, the
3Dmodels approved for construction were considered in this
study including minor obstacles such as small piping, stairs,
handrails, and instruments as well as all the equipment and
structures on the topside of the FPSO for CFD simulations.

3. FLACS Output Data Analysis

3.1. Development of Data Process Tool. In present study, to
measure the explosion pressure data, 1000-point monitors
are uniformly distributed over the entire process area at a
space of 3 meters from the process deck and blast walls. In
addition, 206-panel monitors are distributed equally on blast
walls and decks. Hence, many different kinds of explosion
wave profiles were acquired, and then computational tool
using VBA code was developed to monitor these enormous
output data. Figure 2 shows the procedure for gas explo-
sion data analysis using developed VBA code. First of all,
CFD analysis performs considering the explosion simulation
affecting parameters such as ignition position, cloud size and
position, and data types. The next stage is to sort and process
the FLACS output data considering the desired information
of explosion load profiles. Generally, explosion design load
is determined by two values in the peak pressure and each
impulse which is the area under a transient wave profiles.

Thus, the VBA code provides the core functions which can
bring the information values of output data, and it is able to
compare these values according to scenarios and data types.
The explosion load profiles were simplified to triangle shape
which was generated by using the equivalent peak pressure
and impulse. This is because of the time effective method in
structural analysis. The developed VBA code can plot this
simplified model considering each pressure wave parameter.

3.2. Quantitative Analysis. The intensity of overpressure is a
core factor in the evaluation of an explosion wave profile.
Overpressure in the process area (as shown in Figure 3)
was measured through gas explosion simulations by using
the CFD software, and all output data were analyzed using
the developed VBA code. Figure 4 shows the maximum
overpressures measured in the process area based on the gas
cloud volumes of 199m3, 465m3, 899m3, 1556m3, 2479m3,
3727m3, and 5314m3. To easily compare the intensity of over-
pressure, the average overpressures with respect to each gas
cloud volume were normalized by the maximum overpres-
sure, which is observed at a gas cloud volume of 3,727m3
at the process-turret wall. Figure 4(a) shows the maxi-
mum overpressure at the two blast walls between the utility-
process area and the process-turret area, and Figure 4(b)
shows the difference of overpressure intensity of modules in
the process area. Both figures indicate that the gas cloud vol-
ume size directly influences the intensity of overpressure, and
overpressure toward the turret area is higher than that on
the other side. This is because congestion in modules M410
and M430 is much higher than that of other modules (see
Figure 3), indicating that fluid interaction on small- and
medium-sized objects increases the intensity of explosion
pressures. This relationship between the level of congestion
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Actual explosion test

Step 1

Step 2

Step 2-1
Step 2-2

Step 3

Step 4

CFD analysis result data
(original data with FLACS)

Considered scenario:
module position, cloud size, ignition position,

drag pressure, overpressure, and so forth

Characteristic study for explosion load profile

Parameter study to define main parameters
which affect the structure response

Analyzed as-is method for making
explosion load profile

Original data analysis
Automation sorting and processing

Classified results data by VBA code
[Main function]

⟨Data preprocessing⟩
Changed unit of original data for FEA

Extraction of idealized load profile

Applied in FE structural analysis

Simplified data by VBA code
Data based on step 2’s results

(main parameters)

Filtering the design pressure range, output
of load profile information (maximum and

minimum pressure value, impulse, oscillation
characteristics, terminated time, etc.)

⟨Data filtering⟩

EATotal number of data: 1,038,240

Figure 2: Algorithm for gas explosion data analysis using developed VBA code.
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Figure 3: Layout of FPSO.
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Figure 4:The difference of maximum overpressures according to the gas cloud volume in specific positions. (a) Comparison between utility-
process and process-turret area. (b) Comparison at the modules.

and the intensity of overpressure was studied by Chille et al.
[18]. They reported that the peak overpressure under a com-
plex geometry condition was significantly higher than that
under a simple geometry condition. Thus, to reduce struc-
tural damage due to blast pressure loads, it is important to
retain sufficient space for the transportation of an explosion
wave.

3.3. The Relationship between Positive Pressure and Negative
Pressure. It is a controversial issue to include the negative
phase in the pressure-time history in the blast analysis of
structures. The negative pressure was often neglected by
assuming that it may be insignificant to the dynamic response
of structures in blast analysis and design [19, 20]. However,
the negative pressure sometimes is quite significant and
cannot be neglected. In addition, the interaction between the
negative part of the blast wave and the response of the struc-
ture response is important. In this study, the relationship
between the positive and negative peak pressures in an explo-
sion load profile was investigated by analyzing explosion
simulation results. The relationship between the positive and
negative pressures in all explosion scenarios is illustrated for
different data types in Figure 5.The quantitative distributions
of the positive and negative pressures based on the normal-
ized values are plotted in black and red dots, respectively.
Although the negative pressure is lower than the positive
pressure for most data, the magnitude of negative pressure is
similar to that of the positive pressure in some cases. For the
point-pressure (NP) data, themagnitude of the negative pres-
sure is similar to that of the positive pressure for a relatively

small pressure range as shown in Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) also
shows the results of panel-pressure (NPP) data, and the value
of negative pressure is higher compared to that in the point-
pressure (NP) data. The formation of the negative phase in
a pressure wave highly depends on the geometry condition.
For example, the tunnel scenarios represent an extreme case
to form the negative pressure. If the gas cloud is ignited in
a tunnel with a closed end, there will be overpressure first.
Once the pressure propagates to the opening, a high negative
pressure will propagate back in. The offshore topside has
a high level of congestion and confinement to build the
negative pressure at some locations. A positive peak pressure
of 0.02–0.07MPa is normally considered as design explosion
loads in offshore industries [21]. It should be noted that the
negative phase in a pressure-time history model should be
included for accurate blast analysis and structural assessment
if the intensity of the negative pressure is considerably high
(when defining the design blast pressure).

3.4. Fast Fourier Transform Analysis. To investigate the effect
of pressure intensity at each phase, a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) analysis was performed using the MATLAB software.
The applied load was converted from the time domain to the
frequency domain in order to perform a spectrum analysis
by using the FFT method. A Fourier analysis is one of
the useful solutions to determine a representative frequency
domain from an arbitrary signal and provides information to
understand the characteristics of the signal [22].Thismethod
can analyze the frequency characteristics of a system by
measuring the transformed response of the system based on
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Figure 5: The comparison between positive and negative overpressure according to data types: (a) point pressure data type and (b) panel
pressure data type.

the specific input function. The FFT analysis was performed
to investigate the dynamic response of the SDOFmodel in the
frequency domain, considering the variation of the positive
and negative peaks in this study. The top graphs in Figures
6 and 7 indicate the input load profiles in the time domain,
and the bottom graphs show their FFT results, the input load
in the frequency domain, and the maximum displacements
of the SDOF models regarding each frequency level. To
clearly compare the magnitude of the maximum load in the
same phase, the absolute values of the negative and positive
loads were plotted, as shown by the black lines in each
figure. Figures 6 and 7 present the FFT results for controlling
the positive and negative maximum loads, respectively. The
maximum displacement obtained by performing dynamic
analyses, using the SDOF models, shows that not only the
magnitude of the positive phase but also the magnitude of
the negative phase affects the dynamic response of the system
when the impulse of the negative phase is relatively large. It
should be noted that the dominant area in the frequency
domain (i.e.,∼6Hz)was observed at the end of the input load.

4. Dynamic Response Analysis

4.1. SDOFModel. The characteristics of the structural respo-
nse subjected to blast load have been analyzed using a SDOF
model that can be described by a single mass connected to a
spring. This mass can only move along the spring elongation
direction. Generally, SDOF models are often used to approx-
imately understand the dynamic response mechanism for a
complex structural system [23]. When the motion of SDOF
models is related to explosion acceleration, �̈�(𝑡) is considered.

The equation for this motion can be described as follows:

𝑚�̈� (𝑡) + 𝑐�̇� (𝑡) + 𝑘𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝐹 [𝑥 (𝑡)] . (1)

Substitute 𝑤
𝑛
= √𝑘/𝑚 and 𝜁 = 𝑐/2𝑚𝑤

𝑛
= 𝑐/𝑐cr.

Equation (1) can be rewritten as

�̈� (𝑡) + 2𝜁𝑤
𝑛
�̇� (𝑡) + 𝑤

𝑛

2
𝑥 (𝑡) =
𝐹 [𝑥 (𝑡)]

𝑚
, (2)

𝑐cr = 2𝑚𝑤𝑛 = 2√𝑘𝑚 =
2𝑘

𝑤
𝑛

, (3)

𝑇
𝐷
=
𝑇
𝑛

√1 − 𝜁
2
, (4)

where 𝑥(𝑡) is the displacement of SDOF model and �̇�(𝑡)
and �̈�(𝑡) mean the mass velocity and mass acceleration by
explosion loading. In addition, 𝑤

𝑛
is the natural frequency

of the SDOF model and 𝜁 is the ratio of the damping of
the model to the critical value (𝑐cr). The damping constant
𝑐 is a measure of the energy dissipated in one cycle of free
vibration. Equation (4) shows the relationship between the
natural period of the damped vibration and the natural period
without damping. From this equation, it is inferred that
the natural period (𝑇

𝑛
) and the natural period of damped

vibration (𝑇
𝐷
) are almost the same if the damping ratio is

small. It should be noted that the damping effect can be
very small when studying the critical response of structures
under the drastic increase/decrease of load in sudden time
such as gas explosion load [13]. Hence, the characteristics of
dynamic response by explosion loads were analyzed using
the undamped single degree of freedom model in this study.
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Figure 6: Fast Fourier Transform analysis considering the magnitude of maximum load in positive pressure phase. (a) Standard data. (b)
Increasing the 2 times of positive maximum load. (c) Increasing the 4 times of positive maximum load.

Table 2: Detailed properties of SDOF.

Cross section Breadth (m) Height (m) Length (m) Geometrical moment
of inertia (m4)

Elastic Modulus
(MPa) Density (kg/m3)

b

h
0.1 0.1 1 8.33 ⋅ 10

−6
2.07 ⋅ 10

5 7830

Figure 8 shows the composition of the SDOFmodel including
boundary and loading conditions. As shown in this figure,
node 1 was fixed, while the other one was accelerated by
applying the blast loading conditions. Figure 9 shows the
loading condition in this analysis. Pressure-time curve can be
simplified to triangular impulse types; however, the impulse,
which represents the integrated area under the pressure-time

curve, is equal. Table 2 shows detailed properties of single
degree of freedom model.

4.2. Residual Wave Effect. The blast load profiles can be
expressed in various forms. Sometimes, the cyclic types seq-
uentially repeat the positive andnegative pressure phases, and
the maximum overpressure emerges after this cyclic section,
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Figure 7: Fast Fourier Transform analysis considering the magnitude of maximum load in negative pressure phase. (a) Standard data. (b)
Increasing the 2 times of negative maximum load. (c) Increasing the 4 times of negative maximum load.

Fixed condition y-axis free

Mass 2Mass 1
P (y-direction)

K = constant, mass 2 is controlled to change the frequency
1 2

Figure 8: Composition of single degree of freedom model.

as described in Figure 10. However, the maximum pressure
value is generally indicated in the first section of the wave
profile. Hence, it is very difficult to generalize the characteris-
tics of the blast wave profile because of its arbitrary shape. An
extensive analysis of FLACSoutput data revealed that the load
shapes are similar to those shown in Figure 10(a) in a rela-
tively less complex areawhich is far from the ignition position
(more than 30m). Industrial structures which requested
blast resistant design are constructed based on maximum
overpressure about 0.02MPa. Generally, these blast load
profiles have amainwave that is composed of relatively strong

two pressure phases compared to other waves. Consequently,
the blast wave data specified in Figure 10(a) were almost of
zero value. In other words, they are insignificant that they
did not cause damage to structural system. Hence, target data
of cyclic shape can be generalized as shown in Figure 10(b).
As mentioned above, they have a main wave and residual
waves. In this study, these residual waves’ effect on structural
dynamic response was investigated. To do this, the data that
have three cycle pressure phases were selected as described
in Figure 11(a). The peak pressures after the third cycle were
very small, so these pressure phases were not considered
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Figure 10: A variety of cyclic types in blast wave profiles. (a) In small pressure range. (b) Representative blast wave of cyclic type.

in residual wave effect analysis. Figure 11(b) shows the list
of target data which are monitored by using the developed
VBA code, and then the most severe two cases were selected
based on themaximumpressure in pressure phases of second
period. The values in Figure 12, 20%, and 30%, respectively,
mean that the maximum pressures in second phase are 20%
and 30% compared to maximum value in main phase. This
loading condition was applied to investigate the residual
effect on structural response. A series of analysis were carried
out considering the number of cycles and duration according
to cycles. Figure 12 shows the comparison results between

only applying the main wave and considering the other
residual waves. The normalized displacement, 𝑌

𝑚
/(𝑃/𝑘), is

shown against the normalized time (𝑡𝑑/𝑇𝑛) in the figure. 𝑃/𝑘
is the static deformation; 𝑇

𝑑
means the loading duration; and

𝑇
𝑛
is the natural period of the single degree of freedommodel.

Figure 12(a) indicates the displacement response of single
degree of freedom (SDOF) model considering the loading
condition which has the two cycles, and Figure 12(b) shows
the results considering the three cycle waves according to
maximum pressure values in second phase. The frequency
andmagnitude of the first cyclic wave are the most important
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Figure 11: Residual waves effect analysis. (a) The standard for the cyclic wave profiles. (b) Extraction of target data by VBA code.

factor of all the explosion wave profiles, and secondary and
third residual waves may be neglected in qualitative analysis
as long as the resonance effect is negligible.

4.3. The Effect for Difference of Loading Rate. The dynamic
loads such as explosion wave show the very different load
profiles according to explosion affecting parameters which
mean source of explosion, geometrical characteristics of tar-
get structure, wind direction/speed, and so on.Thepeak over-
pressure and loading durations are most sensitive things
related to these parameters. The time taken to reach the peak
overpressure, especially, is very important.This is because the
pressure by explosion wave is applied to structural body for
an extremely short time.Thus, difference of explosion loading
velocity can be a core element in structural damage and
deformation [24]. In this study, a series of analysis have been
performed to assess the effect of loading velocity on structural
dynamic response. To do this, three types of triangular pulse
loadings which have different loading velocity were applied
to the single degree of freedommodel. Figure 13(a) shows the
results of peak displacement results considering the loading
velocity of positive pressure phase, and Figure 13(b) means
the same results according to the loading velocity of negative
pressure phase. The 𝑦

𝑚
/𝑦el means the normalized maximum

displacement, where 𝑦
𝑚

is the maximum displacement of
SDOF model, and 𝑦el means the static deformation at the
yielding point due to applied loads. As shown in Figure 13,
the loading velocity was affected by structural response, but
it shows the different effect in each pressure phase. In case of
positive pressure phase, loading velocity has a profound effect
on response of SDOF model. Although it is less important
considering relatively short loading compared to the natural
period of structural system, it is influential in opposite case.

When the loading duration is longer than natural period,
namely, the value of 𝑡

𝑑
/𝑇
𝑛
is bigger than two, these loads

generate the bigger displacement with faster loading velocity.
However, the loading velocity in negative pressure phase has
little impact on structural response as shown in Figure 13(b).
As a result, it is obvious that the positive pressure phase has a
bigger impact on structural member than negative pressure,
and for the faster loading velocity, the bigger displacement
occurred if 𝑡

𝑑
/𝑇
𝑛
is bigger than two.

5. Results

In the present study, qualitative analyses of the dynamic
response of structures subjected to various types of gas explo-
sion loads were performed. Firstly, the extensive data analysis
from CFD explosion simulations was carried out to inves-
tigate the characteristics of explosion load profiles. In this
work, we evaluated various aspects of the profile parameters
(i.e., the magnitude of overpressure, the relationship between
positive pressure and negative pressure, and the shapes of
explosion load profiles) using a monitoring tool that was
developed using VBA code. Secondly, the characteristics of
dynamic responses to considerable explosion load profiles
were analyzed using a single degree of freedom model. The
staple results from this research are summarized as follows:

(i) The relationship between overpressure and conges-
tion degreewas found.Higheroverpressureswere pro-
duced bymore congested areas than by less congested
areas.The influence of the blast reflection can bemin-
imized in less congested areas.Thus, it is important to
retain proper clearance in hazardous facilities.

(ii) Negative pressures must be considered in blast anal-
yses to obtain accurate performance of the structure.
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Figure 12:The results for maximum displacement response of single degree of freedommodel according to the number of cycles: (a) 2 cycles;
(b) 3 cycles.
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Figure 13: The analysis for the effect of loading rate (a) according to loading velocity of positive phase and (b) according to loading velocity
of negative phase.
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In some cases, the influence of including the negative
phase can be considerable compared to using only
positive pressure.The influence of negative pressure is
close to that of positive pressure in the intensity range
of 0.02–0.05MPa and should be considered in the
development of a load profile for offshore industries
in this range.

(iii) The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was per-
formed to characterize the dynamic response of the
single degree of freedom (SDOF) model in the fre-
quency domain corresponding to the intensity of
explosion pressures in each phase.Through this anal-
ysis, it was found that the intensity of pressure in pos-
itive phase was a more dominant factor than in nega-
tive phase with respect to the dynamic response of the
SDOF model.

(iv) The residual wave effect on structural dynamic res-
ponsewas investigated.The frequency andmagnitude
of the first cyclic wave are the most important factor
of all the explosion wave profiles. Secondary and
third residual waves may be neglected in qualitative
analysis as long as the resonance effect is negligible.

(v) The loading velocity can be one of the main concerns
on structural response, but the structure response due
to the loading velocity differed in different phases.
More deformation was caused by a higher loading
velocity in the positive pressure phase, while the load-
ing velocity did not affect the deformation level in the
negative pressure phase.
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